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History and forecast of global energy demand and production

Energy demand and production (at the global level, they are essentially the same) continue to increase more rapidly than
the global population even as the demand relative to GDP (energy intensity) declines slowly, reflecting greater energy
efficiencies.

The historical picture since 2000 is presented in Chart 1, with a forecast to 2043. The trend of increased energy demand is
evident when considering a world population that is set to increase from 8 billion in 2023 to 9.2 billion in 2043 (i.e. by 15%),
while energy demand will increase from 94.8 BBOE, to 124.1 BBOE in 2043 (i.e. by  more than double the population
increase at 31%), reaffirming the strong relationship between energy availability and development. The data is available for
various global groups, key countries, African regions and all African countries.

In 2023, only about 4.8% of global energy production came from ‘other renewables’, mostly sun and wind (equivalent to 4.6
BBOE). The share from oil was at 31%, gas at 27%, coal at 29%, and the remainder from nuclear (5.4%) and hydro (2.9%).
The share of oil, coal and gas production, the three components of fossil energy in the global energy mix, has remained
above 80% for the last two decades and is declining much more slowly than required to avoid rapid climate change.

Globally, the following important energy production transition points to 2043 are evident from Chart 1:

Global gas production overtakes coal in 2026 and oil in 2031.

The share from other renewables in global energy production overtakes nuclear in 2024, coal in 2040, oil in 2044, and
gas in 2049.

In 2023, only about 1.6% of Africa’s energy production came from ‘other renewables’ equivalent to 0.1 BBOE. The share
from oil is 45.8%, gas at 32.3%, coal at 17.3%, hydro at 2.5% and other renewables at 1.6%

In Africa, the following important energy production transition points to 2043 are evident from Chart 1:
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Gas overtakes oil in 2028

Other renewables overtake hydro in 2033 and coal in 2042

Because of a growing population and economy, Africa’s portion of the world energy demand will increase from 4.35% in
2019 to 14.82% by 2063. On the Current Path forecast, Africa’s energy demand will overtake the EU27 in 2043, the USA in
2050, India in 2050, and China in 2079.

The main reason for Africa’s increase in its energy demand is its growing population. In 2023, Africa’s population surpassed
that of India and China. It will continue increasing rapidly after that.
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Reuse our work

All visualizations, data, and text produced by African Futures are completely open access under the . You have theCreative Commons BY license
permission to use, distribute, and reproduce these in any medium, provided the source and authors are credited.

The data produced by third parties and made available by African Futures is subject to the license terms from the original third-party authors.
We will always indicate the original source of the data in our documentation, so you should always check the license of any such third-party data
before use and redistribution.

All of our charts  in any site.can be embedded
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